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settled where it could find shelter and showing black
against the sand.
After Kantara we were all three flying in the loose,
open formation of a triangle. The Mediterranean
fades into its purple mist with the little tufts of lemon-
white lining showing. Between Moseifig and El Arish
a bright luminous cloud floated gaily and unconsciously
past us at 3,800 feet. Then more detached little bits
of cumulus with the sun shining through and into them
floated under us. The sea had the most diminutive
wavelets. To the south, the layer of diaphanous mist
was surmounted with the faintest figurings of the con-
tours of the pale purple grey northern Sinai Hills,
looking like an effect on a Japanese fan. Here the
sand is much more thickly peppered with scrub. There
are two patterns on the face of the land, one more
dominant than and, as it were, superimposed upon the
other. The dominant pattern is the wavy one of the
dunes, the under pattern consists of man-made little
rectangular plots, where in the spring he may cultivate.
Seen from the ground I fancy the relation of the two
patterns would be reversed.
As we passed Beersheba I turned to see if Embry
and Summers were there. Embry was flying along a
good way to the south, a course which he maintained
till nearly over the wall of hills which flank the Dead
Sea. Summers was first below me on my left, then
afterwards on my right. "Vaivode" had such a good
performance that she climbed high easily, and Embry
was weighted down with his load, although his was a
Mark III * Vernon, Maitland's old aeroplane. When
flying high above the Dead Sea I did a complete turn to
1 Later tjpe.

